
Introduction: post 
tenebras lux

Iwas a spiritual tadpole, but I knew I wanted to teach. In the twentieth
year of my life and the first week since my new birth I hadn’t even
gone through the Christian carwash cleanup—my hair was still long,

my ear pierced, and my language coarse, but there was a new heartbeat
for Jesus in me and a fresh appetite for truth. The explosive discovery of
the gospel of grace alone by faith alone had flipped the snow globe of my
cold, orthodox Roman Catholic religion upside down.

I grew up very Catholic. My uncle studied at the Vatican under Pope
John Paul II. We had a papal bull hanging in our living room (I’m not
kidding). So my understanding of salvation was deeply infused with the
duty-filled doctrine of earning God’s favor through good deeds and
penance. I thought I could mask the stench of my sin with the incense of
good intentions and church attendance. This was a religion I liked, one
with stained-glass windows and people who were impressed that I took
Latin at school; a religion that taught me to manage my sin, which proved
to be a useful skill for a teenager. A priest once presented me with this
choice after I’d cheated on a high-school science project: either say ten
Hail Marys and walk with a pebble in my shoe, or tell the teacher. That
was the most helpful blister I ever had.

So when I followed a girl I liked to a poorly attended campus Bible
study and heard an exposition of Ephesians 2:8–9—“For by grace you
have been saved through faith. And this is not your own doing; it is the
gift of God, not a result of works, so that no one may boast”—it was like
I had been violently roused from a coma of soul-damning
misunderstanding.
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I felt cheated. I had been sitting in hard pews singing lyrics I didn’t
mean and confessing partial truths to a grandfatherly priest for years.
And now apparently it wasn’t what God wanted. I had been taught how
to manage my sin, not how to kill it. There are some arenas in which
death is the only solution. You don’t manage a roach infestation. You
nuke it. Sin needs to be crushed, cut out, and, as the Puritans said,
mortified, or it will consume you.

The theological problem, as I discovered at the germinating campus
study, was that my nature was that of a sinner. Cats have free will, but
they never choose to bark; and sinners never choose what pleases God. I
needed someone to initiate my salvation, give me grace, give me
understanding, give me a new heart. I needed a giving Savior, a substitute
to bear God’s wrath for me. A prescription to pop ten Hail Mary pills
wasn’t enough. The cure was a heart transplant. This seemed to be
important information, and it bugged me that I had never heard it before.
Who had been teaching me? And why weren’t they teaching me what the
Bible said?

My Luther-esque epiphany that God’s grace and forgiveness were
freely available because of Jesus was like a personal Reformation: after
darkness light, or, in the more dramatic Latin, post tenebras lux. I binged
on theology books, study Bibles, and audio sermons, trying to fill up the
black hole of my ignorance. A mentor of mine ran the local Grace to You
radio and tape ministry of Bible preacher John MacArthur. He asked me
to volunteer there. The job he assigned me was quality control. I had to
listen to eight hours of John MacArthur sermon tapes a week on the off-
chance that there was a poor-quality recording. It was his attempt to treat
my spiritual dehydration with a fire hydrant. And I thirstily sucked up
every drop.

Each page of Scripture yielded precious gems. And every nugget of truth
I picked up I wanted to put on display. I had an irrepressible urge to share
what I was learning with others—whether they were interested or not.
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I love to teach. It’s in my nature. When I discovered how to shave with
a straight razor, I taught my intern, my brother, and my friends. I gave
them unsolicited demonstrations of how to lather up with a badger-hair
brush. I don’t get commission; I just get joy from sharing knowledge. So I
made it precociously obvious to my pastor that if he ever needed someone
to teach a Bible study or class on anything, he should just keep my
number on speed dial. Fortunately for the congregation, my pastor was
far too discerning. He had seen my kind before. He never quite used the
phrase “last person on earth,” but he did make it clear that teaching was
not for neophytes. And he was right.

Eventually—and I do mean eventually—he gave me the toddler’s
Sunday-school class to teach. He said it was a good foundation to teach
me to be clear, but I’m sure part of his rationale was that any damage I
could do to the biblical understanding of a two-year-old would be
unscrambled in later years. So with flannel graph in one hand and Greek
interlinear in the other, I set out to shepherd my new flock.

When I was later entrusted with a junior-high class, I was required to
attend a seminar on how to interpret and teach the Bible. Sitting at a desk
that Saturday morning a verse grabbed me that has never let me go: “Not
many of you should become teachers, my brothers, for you know that we
who teach will be judged with greater strictness” (James 3:1). The
equivalent of a dashboard warning light deep in my soul registered that
this was something to be nervous about.

To mute the alarming warning, I rationalized that since there was no
condemnation for those in Christ, it didn’t matter how strict the
judgment would be on teachers. I would come out unscathed because of
the blood of Jesus. But that dashboard light never stopped flashing in my
conscience. I had just covered it with a patch of “grace alone” duct tape.

I went on to teach home Bible studies and eventually set off for
seminary, where I was further entrusted with a Bible study for collegians
and the occasional pulpit fill-in opportunity at a tiny church in Neenach,
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California, whose members were either very desperate or very gracious
listeners. I always felt most alive in the pulpit with the Bible open and the
adrenalin pumping. But the “stricter judgment” light kept quietly
flashing in my conscience.

It was only during my Master of Theology degree, when I needed to
choose a thesis topic, that I decided to peel back the duct tape on that
light and figure out what that warning meant. I wrote a 125-page thesis
answering the question “How can a forgiven believer suffer
consequences of loss of eternal reward?”

It was an intense journey through the Scriptures which led me to life-
altering discoveries and brought a seriousness to my study, preparation,
and preaching ministry that has never left me. I was like a shaken kid who
just found out that the toy gun he had been playing with was actually real
and loaded. I was faced with a decision: put it down and back away
carefully, or learn how to use it. Either way, I had to kill any cavalier
attitudes I had of the teaching ministry before I did some irreparable
damage.

Naturally, I wanted to share these discoveries with others, and started
teaching on the topic any chance I got. I constantly met the same reaction
I’d had: Why don’t more people talk about this? Why wasn’t I taught this
before? It is these discoveries I want to share with you in the following
pages. I want to show you from Scripture that the concept of eternal
rewards, and of the loss of those rewards, is taught all over the Bible and
is offered as an incentive for us to be faithful with what God has given us
to do. We’ll look at the nature of the rewards, and how this life affects the
next. It is important to look at the theological implications and how to
resolve the apparent tension between “no condemnation” and the threat
that we may “suffer loss.” And then we shall delve into the implications
of this doctrine for Bible teachers of all stripes (including preachers,
small-group leaders, and Bible-study teachers) and for church
leadership.
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My hope is that, whether you are a full-time pastor, lay Bible-class
teacher, or anyone else who opens God’s Word for others, you will take
seriously the act of studying and teaching the Bible. I trust you will gain a
deeper understanding of your responsibility, as well as a more profound
sense of the privilege you have, whenever you open the pages of the
precious Word of God.

Your eternity is affected by the choices you make today. In the movie
The Gladiator (2000) there is an epic scene where the Roman General
Maximus inspires his legionaries with this rousing reminder: “What we
do in life echoes in eternity!” For Christians in the Lord’s service, this is
no empty rhetoric; it is a sure promise of reward from our King. This is a
book about how our faithfulness to our Lord in this life echoes in
eternity.
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